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The journal publishes:
- Original scientific articles (with previously unpublished results of own scientific research);
- Review articles (containing original, detailed and critical review of the research problem in which the author made appropriate contribution, noticeable on the basis of auto-citations);
- Short or Preliminary reports (original scientific articles, smaller in size or preliminary in nature);
- Scientific critiques or debates (on a scientific topic – based exclusively on the scientific arguments);
- Book reviews and reviews of scientific events.

The journal publishes articles in the fields of geography, spatial planning, ecology, demography, tourismology, as well as articles of the interdisciplinary character that contribute to the understanding of geospatial systems.

Submission of a manuscript implies that it has not previously been published or accepted for publication, nor is being considered for publication elsewhere, either in whole or substantial part; submitted manuscript must represent the original and independent work of the authors paper and if is accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same or similar form without the written permission of the editor.

Manuscript should be submitted as attachment(s) to an e-mail of the editor: dejansabic@yahoo.com

Manuscript has to be prepared as an MS Word file, with figures as separate documents. Foreign authors prepare manuscripts in English, while authors from Serbia in both English and Serbian.

After pre-review screening by members of the Editorial board, if it is accepted, a manuscript goes forward for peer-review. Typically, each manuscript is reviewed by two independent referees. Identities of both authors and reviewers stay anonymous. The journal editor considers the peer reviewers’ reports and makes the final decision to accept or reject the manuscript for publication.

If a manuscript is not prepared according to the instructions, it will be returned to the authors without reviews.

The Editorial board reserves the right to make minor changes in any accepted manuscript that do not alter the substantial meaning or results of the article or the expressed views of the author.

Instructions for preparing manuscript

Manuscript (main information): Page size B5 (176 x 250 mm); top margin 33 mm; bottom margin 27 mm; left and right margins 26 mm. The total manuscript should not exceed 16 pages, including all components: abstract, main text, references, figures and tables.

Font and spacing: Times New Roman, single line spacing.

Headings: Use capital letters for the main manuscript heading, 11 pt size, bold. Second order headings are without caps (11 pt) bold, while third order headings are typeset in 11pt italics. All headings are centered.

Author(s): Name (first and family name) is above the main heading (11 pt); if there is more than one author, names are in the same line, marked with one or more asterisks (*), depending on the number of various affiliations. Use footnote (10 pt) marked with number 1 after the name of the first author to indicate e-mail for correspondence. Affiliation(s) with asterisk(s) (the name and place of institution) are below the author(s) name(s), 10 pt size. Do not write author(s) functions and titles.
Footnote: Footnotes are not substitution for the reference list. Use footnotes sparingly – for some additional explanations, source information etc. Font size is 10 pt.

Abstract: Font size is 10 pt. Abstract should not exceed 250 words.

Key words: From three up to six words (10 pt font size). Avoid abbreviations unless they are firmly established. Key words should efficiently represent the manuscript content. They will be used for indexing and browsing purposes.

Main text: Use 11 pt font size, with paragraph indentation of 15 mm. Use the same indentation size together with en dash (–) (Ctrl+Num-) for classifications (systematic reviews) in the text. Units of measurement have to be in accordance with International System of measurement units SI.

Tables: Tables should be numbered according to their sequence in the text and efficiently titled. Use numbers and titles above table. Font size for table content is 10 pt. Table width is 240 mm and its length should not exceed the page size. If it is necessary, table may be represented vertically, on a separate page. Data sources write below the table (10 pt).

Figures: Acceptable formats are EPS (save text as “graphics”), TIFF (minimum 300 dpi) and JPG/JPEG (minimum 300 dpi). Figures have to be prepared in grayscale mode. Electronic version of the published article may contain color figures. One color page in the printed journal version costs 6000RSD (should be paid on the Faculty account). Do not include titles in figure – write figure number and title below it (font size 10 pt). Provide figures as separate files, indicating their approximate places in the main text.

Formulae: Formulae should be typewritten, if possible. For simple fractions, use the solidus (/) instead of a horizontal line. The use of fractional powers instead of root signs is recommended. In addition powers of e are often more conveniently denoted by exp. Use italics for all variables. Formulae that are more complicated should be given in a separate line and numerated.

Acknowledgements: They are given at the end of the main text, before the list of references. Use 10 pt font size.

Citations in-text

Use Harvard author-date referencing system.

Quoting: Quotations of less than 40 words should be incorporated in the text and enclosed with double quotation marks. Provide the author, publication year and a page number (preceded by “p.”). When making a quotation of more than 40 words, use a free-standing “block quotation” on a new intended line (15 mm from left and right edge), and omit quotation marks.

Work by one author:

In one recent geographic study (Ratkaj, 2011), it is emphasized that...
In the recent geographic study by Ratkaj (2011), it is emphasized that...
In 2011, Ratkaj’s geographic study emphasized...

For two or more sources by the same author in the same year, use lower-case letters (a, b, c), after the year:

Ratkaj (2011a).... and Ratkaj (2011b)....
Work by multiple authors:

When a work has two authors, cite both names every time you reference the work in the text. If a work has three to five authors, cite all the author names the first time the reference occurs and then subsequently include only the first author followed by “et al.”:

First citation: Grčić, Ratkaj and Sbinović (2011) state that...
Subsequent citations: Grčić et al. (2011) state that...

For six or more authors, cite only the name of the first author followed by “et al.” and the year.

Work by no identified author:

When a source has no named author, cite the first few words of the reference entry (usually the title). Use double quotation marks around the title of an article, chapter, or Web page. Use italics for the title of a periodical publication, book, brochure, or report:

The Web site explains the process of urban sprawl (“Suburban Belgrade”, 2011).
The brochure argues for social inclusion (Youth with Disabilities, 2011).

Treat reference to legal materials (court cases, statutes, legislation etc.) like works with no author.

Work by an institution or organization (corporate author):

Cite corporate author every time the reference occurs. In first citation, you can name the corporate author’s full name and abbreviation. For subsequent citation, use abbreviation only. Abbreviation has to provide sufficient information, allowing a reader to find it the reference list:

First citation: Mentioned geographic activities (Serbian Geographical Society [SGS], 2011)... Subsequent citations: Mentioned geographic activities (SGS, 2011)...

Two or more works in the same parenthetical citation:

Citations of two or more works in the same parentheses should be listed in the order they appear in the reference list (i.e., alphabetically, and then chronologically), and separated by semicolon:

Several studies (Grčić, 2001; Ratkaj, 2005; Sbinović, 2011) suggest...

Different authors with the same last name:

When citing different authors with the same last name, include their first (and middle) initial, so that a reader can differentiate between them:

Ž. Ratkaj (2010) and I. Ratkaj (2011) also found...

Specific parts of a source:

Give the page number for quotations or to indicate information from a specific table, figure, chapter, or page. The word page is abbreviated but not chapter.

There is an analysis of transport connection (Ratkaj, 2011, Chapter 5), with detail indicators for Kaluderica settlement (Ratkaj, 2011, p. 101).
If, as in the instance of online material, the source has neither visible paragraph nor page numbers, cite the heading and the number of the paragraph following it. This allows the reader to locate the text in the source.

Transport accessibility needs improvements (Ratkaj, 2011, Transport Accessibility, para. 2).

Citations in a reference list

The heading (References) should be bolded and centered (10 pt). Use 11 pt font size for references, with paragraph hanging of 10 mm. There are numerous manuals available for using APA style. You can use the following examples.

Book:

General


One author


Two authors


Edited book


Book by an organization or institution (corporate author)


No date


No author


Different editions


Translation of a book

Note about citation for reprinted work: Cite both years, for example (1977/1981).

Work in several volumes


Chapter in a book:

General


Journal article:

General

Author, A.A. (year). Title of journal article. *Journal name, Volume*(issue or number), Page number(s).

Pagination by issue or number


Pagination by volume


Journal article with DOI


Conference paper:

Published paper


Unpublished paper

**Conference proceeding:**


**Dissertation**

Published


Unpublished


**Newspaper and magazine article:**

General

Author, A.A. (year, month day). *Title of article. Title of newspaper, page number(s).*


**Electronic newspaper or magazine article:**


**Encyclopedia article:**


**Technical and research report (often with corporate author):**

**Book review:**


**Data set:**


**Reprint from another source:**

Citation in the text: (Newton, 1998/1999).

**Work discussed in a secondary source (indirect citation):**

An indirect citation – when the ideas of one author are published in another author’s text but you have not read or accessed the original author’s work. In the list of References provide the details of the author of the work you have read.


Citation in the text:

In Seidenberg and McClelland's study (as cited in Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, & Haller, 1993)...

**Examples of websites:**

Website of an organization or government


Personal homepage (retrieval date is included due to possibility of change)


A posting to an online discussion group

Blog post


Online video